
 

 

 



The human brain is divided into two parts as right and left hemispheres according to its behavior and 
thinking style. And according to a study conducted in 2013, we use approximately 65% of our cerebral 
functions. WoW! Wow! WOW! the Mental up link below is full of fun, fascinating and helpful information. 
This newsletter only highlights a small portion of the web content. Throughout the article are links to  
further details of brain development and educational games the whole family may be challenged by playing. 
My goodness, what a great collection and variety of brain development knowledge packed into one source.                  
A wonderful resource to start 
the new school year out with.            

 You may notice reading in both the left and right brain training list. This and 
many other activities enhance the brain ’s collaborative work. Visual intelligence 
games and auditory mental exercises address the right brain; verbal, numerical, 
and logical intelligence games support and develop the left brain. Most people 
tend to use one hemispheres of their brain more than others thus having a 
dominate side. It ’s best to have a balanced brain with both halves equally par-
ticipating in your day to day activities. Artist and inventors typically have a 
balanced brain. Check out the link below 
for games that use your whole brain. 

Many of us go through the day in an aimless fashion, without real regard for what 
we are experiencing. Two-fisted, white-knuckles clinging on for dear life just waiting 
for the next thing, holding our breath and trying our hardest. What if instead of 
mindlessness, we practiced Mindfulness. Being in the moment, savoring life.  Breath-
ing. And teaching out children to do the same.  

 A great way to encourage harmony in the brain is meditation and prayer. As the 
brain works together one may become more focused, relaxed, notice decreased 
stress, become healthier, improve memory, and cognitive skills.  

 When the  
world  says  

Give up.   
Hope  

whispers….         
      Try one   
          more    

            time 

www.mentalup.co/blog/right-brain-left-brain-development-methods 

 www.mentalup.co/blog/brain-teasers 

 www.mentalup.co/blog/brain-teasers-2 

 www.mentalup.co/blog/brain-teasers-3 

 www.mentalup.co/blog/brain-teasers-4 

https://www.michaeljfox.org/publication/new-survey-finds-americans-care-about-brain-health-misperceptions-abound?category=7&id=484
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12 Best Foods to Boost Brain and Memory | MentalUP 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Helps defeat depression  

Sharpens memory  

Increases focus and attention  

Builds social intelligence  

Reinforces  intrapersonal intelli-
gence  

Helps evaluate and control behav-
ior  

Helps manage emotions  

Promotes happiness  

Reduces stress  

Helps overcome anxiety  

Helps deal with ADHD  

Enhances learning ability  

Raises body awareness  

Grows patience  

Encourages considerate actions  

Benefits of Mindfulness  for Children  

 Mindfulness for Kids: 10 Mindfulness Activities | MentalUP  Pretty cool info. Check 
back next month, maybe we’ll get digging deeper into the phenomenal brain. 

https://www.mentalup.co/blog/brain-boosting-foods
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4208 Retama Circle 
Victoria, Texas 77901  

Phone:  (361) 578-2257  
Fax: (361) 578-2260  
Email: buildingkidsteps@gmail.com 

 

Why was the 
clock called to 
the principal’s 

office? 

 
For TOCKing     

too much  

Reminder  
A minor cold does not prevent your child from coming to 
therapy…… However, if anyone in your household is + for 
covid you may not come to therapy. If everyone in the 
household is symptom free and has a negative test prior 
to the 10 days of quarantine being over, you may come 
back to therapy. If symptoms remain or the person has 
not retested, you must maintain the 10 day quarantine.  

Please call at the 7-day mark to update your health    
status. We care about everyone staying healthy and    
getting the therapy they need. We want to resume      
services as soon as your family is well and able to return. 
We can zoom until then!! We HIGHLY encourage your 
child’s appointments be made up. 

Also, not showing up or not responding to text reminders 
is considered a no show….  2 no shows will cost you your  
permanent time slot. The only exception is a medical 
emergency, fever or throwing up the morning of the appt. 
Extenuating circumstances will be reviewed by the       
director, a decision as to the appointment being classified 
a no show or a cancel will be left to the discretion of the 
director.   

Goal progress is dependent on attending therapy sessions 
and your participation is vital to our team approach. We 
are committed to doing our best and with your help your 
child can receive what we have to offer. 

mailto:buildingkidsteps@gmail.com

